Connect with other cultures.
Reach the world.

Get trained for:

- Bible translation
- World arts
- Literacy
- Multilingual education
- Scripture engagement
- Language survey
- Abrahamic studies
- Cross-cultural service

GIAL alumni serve with over 60 organizations in 75 different countries around the world.

The mission of the Graduate Institute of Applied Linguistics is to provide training and research opportunities leading to degrees in applied linguistics, culture studies, and development of languages.

Graduate Institute of Applied Linguistics
7500 W. Camp Wisdom Road
Dallas, TX 75236

972.708.7343
ExploreGIAL@gial.edu

www.gial.edu
www.facebook.com/gial.page

GIAL is part of:

The Graduate Institute of Applied Linguistics is accredited by the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools Commission on Colleges to award baccalaureate and masters degrees. Contact the Commission on Colleges at 1866 Southern Lane, Decatur, GA 30033-4097 or call 404-679-4500 for questions about the accreditation of the Graduate Institute of Applied Linguistics. All questions not related to accreditation should be directed to GIAL.
Why choose GIAL?

- Accredited
- Field-experienced faculty
- Small student to faculty ratio
- Low tuition; financial aid available
- Online courses
- Quiet, wooded campus in the Dallas area
- Veterans benefits accepted

GRADUATE

M.A. in Applied Linguistics
Engage language communities using our in-depth training in Applied Linguistics. Choose one of three concentrations: Bible Translation, Descriptive Linguistics, or Cross-Cultural Service.

M.A. in Language and Culture Studies
Impact minority people groups with a concentration in Literacy and Education, Sociolinguistics, Language Survey, Islamic Worldviews, or Scripture Engagement.

M.A. in World Arts
Spark creativity among local artists using their own culture's arts. Revive and revitalize communities through music, dance, storytelling, and other arts. Choose a concentration in Applied Arts, Arts and Islam, or Arts and Scripture Engagement.

M.A. in Abrahamic Studies
Learn basic concepts, theories, cultural dynamics, and languages essential to effective engagement with the traditions of Judaism, Christianity, or Islam. Concentrations include Islamic Worldviews or Abrahamic Worldviews.

Certificate in Multicultural Teamwork
Build successful teams and learn to overcome the cultural barriers that hinder teamwork in a multicultural setting.

Certificate in Islamic Studies
Become familiar with relevant aspects of Muslim faith communities. Learn the core components of Islam. Understand the principles of critical contextualization in cross-cultural service.

B.A. in International Service
Prepare to serve others across language and culture barriers. Complete the final two years of your B.A. with our major in International Service. Choose one of three minors: Linguistics, World Arts, or Cross-Cultural Service.

Certificate in Applied Linguistics
Thrive in your overseas work by developing your language and culture learning skills with this 28-week program.

Seminary Degree Programs
Include specialized training from GIAL as part of your seminary studies. GIAL has cooperative agreements with seminaries nationwide. See our website for current offerings.

Undergraduate Degree Programs
Supplement your undergraduate studies with a semester of transferable coursework from GIAL. A number of schools have specific cooperative agreements with us. See our website for more details.

Join us!

Whether you’re passionate about languages, cultures, or the arts, GIAL is the place for you! Visit our campus, attend a class, and talk with professors one-on-one to learn more about the programs that interest you. Schedule your visit online or by phone today.

gial.edu
972.708.7343